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The Need for Efficiency  

Since the mid-1990s, Russian domestic energy consumption has been 

increasingly orientated towards natural gas. At the same time, Russia has 

sought to increase its role as an international supplier. There is the potential 

for these two trends to come into conflict, as rising domestic demand for 

natural gas might reduce volumes available for export. 

At the same time, the energy efficiency of domestic consumers in Russia is 

very low. Energy intensity (the level of energy usage relative to GDP) and 

emission intensity are twice OECD averages. According to the IEA, Russia’s 

energy intensity is twice that of the EU, and these figures are actually more 

conservative than some Russian sources. Russia is now the third highest 

emitter of carbon dioxide in the world.  

It is estimated that efficiency savings could make available up to 240 bcm of 

gas. Since 2008 there has been a move to rationalize Russia’s energy policy 

and increase energy efficiency. At the same time, however, the question of 

non-state access to hydrocarbon resources remains highly politicised. As a 

result, institutional change has not necessarily followed market priorities. 

Political barriers still exist to the liberalisation of the domestic gas trade and 

the raising of domestic energy prices to ‘market’ levels. 

Russia’s vast hydrocarbon reserves have allowed for the development of an 

energy intensive economy. Since 1991, new discoveries have provided even 

larger production potential than in the Soviet period with increases in the 

North Caspian, East Siberia and Sakhalin. The Russian Far North and East 

Siberia offer great opportunities for further exploration. However, these 

resources are much harder to access.  

The Oil Sector after the Crisis: Profit becomes har der to come by  

The structure of Russia’s energy sector has tended to favour the development 

of large fields over small ones. In the Soviet era, energy production was part 

of the planned economy. State agencies regulated exploration, production, 

pipeline transport and supply to the internal market and Europe. From 1992 

oil production was largely privatised, leading to small and often inexperienced 

companies which lacked the financial capabilities to invest. The gas sector 

has been dominated by Gazprom which as a large vertically integrated 

company has preferred to develop bigger fields.  

Since 2003, acquisitions and mergers have lead to a consolidation of 

Russia’s oil companies. These are now sustainable politically and 
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economically viable. Since 2005, just six Russian majors (two of which are 

state-owned) control more than 90 per cent of Russia’s total oil production. 

These larger companies are better equipped to attract external capital and 

invest in challenging fields. Nevertheless, the business models of these 

companies continue to favour short-term profit-seeking over sustainable 

investment. This is partly to do with the fact that the management of these 

companies is dominated by the owners, who tend to be profit-orientated.  

Looking at the oil production trends over the last twenty years, we can see 

that the transition from a planned to market economy in the 1990s led to a 

marked decrease in production. In 1998 oil production was 59 per cent of its 

1990 level. After 1999 the oil sector regained its strength with economic 

stabilisation and an increase in world prices. Since 2008, however, against a 

backdrop of financial crisis and oil price volatility, production has stagnated. 

This has pushed oil companies to look at commercializing gas production 

from their fields. However, at present more than 50bcm of gas is flared 

annually in Russia. Given that exports to the EU range from 120-150bcm of 

gas, this is a significant area of waste.  

Talking again about gas reforms 

In 2009 the Russian government started to adopt measures to try to reduce 

flaring and make use of the previously wasted gas domestically. To do this, 

the state will have to allow the sale of this gas, access to the internal gas 

transportation system, and the creation of at least a limited internal gas 

market. It is intended that the new market will be in place by 2014. The issue 

is how to avoid the unbundling of Gazprom. It could be achieved by 

introducing a separation between new and old gas fields. Old gas fields would 

still serve long term contracts on “take or pay” basis whereas new fields 

would be allowed to go to the market.  

This separation would allow for the development of an embryonic gas market 

within Russia without the unbundling of Gazprom, which would be politically 

impossible. This scheme also protects existing long-term contracts. It will 

create a transparent way to differentiate price mechanisms. It will help to 

create a transportation system for the ‘new’ fields and allows for the gradual 

attraction of foreign investors into smaller green fields. As the ‘old’ fields 

become depleted in the midterm, the significance of the market will grow.  

A major barrier to this new initiative is the regulated downstream domestic 

price for gas.  
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Liberalizing electricity with a gas monopoly 

A slow liberalization of the gas sector contrasts with greater progress in the 

electricity sector. A number of legislative steps were enacted between 2001 

and 2008. 2001-2003 saw the creation of the wholesale market. In 2004 there 

was the Federal Law on the Electrical Energy. In 2006, the Decree on 

functioning of wholesale market; all regulated tariffs are due to expire by 

2011. In 2007 RAO UES ceased to be a ‘natural monopoly’, unbundling had 

been completed. The Market Council, which groups all the market 

participants, plays a role of ‘quasi-regulation’. It means that norms are 

elaborated within the Market Council and then are approved by the Ministry.  

We can observer a trend towards a higher efficiency. The Market Council has 

sought to encourage a long term generation capacity market, approved by the 

Governmental decree of 13 April 2010. The long term capacity market is 

aimed at incentivizing energy efficient generation and transmission. 

Therefore, there is an increased interest of the stakeholders to promote 

energy efficiency.  

Energy efficiency targets 

We can note a positive context for energy efficiency legislation in Russia. In 

2009, the government for the first time set a target of increasing energy 

efficiency by 20 per cent by 2020. However, no mechanisms are realistically 

proposed at the regulatory level to achieve this. Russia faces major 

infrastructural obstacles in the heating and building sectors which are not 

easily overcome without a massive overhaul of housing stock, at immense 

cost.  

The state has also set a target of producing 4.5 per cent of its energy from 

renewable sources by 2020. Support mechanisms are still under elaboration, 

especially by the afore-mentioned Market Council. As in energy efficiency 

policy, it is difficult to foresee a success. Russian market players and policy 

makers still ignore the concept of environmental externalities in the energy 

price. Without integrating these externalities into the pricing mechanism, 

energy efficiency and renewable energy promotion may become opaque.  

The trends in Russian energy policy thus point towards efforts to reduce 

flaring, the creation of a limited internal gas market, and an increase in energy 

efficiency. It is unclear, however, to what extent Gazprom will seek to push 

back against these initiatives and maintain a total or near-total monopoly on 

domestic gas supply. And the monopoly structure does not incentivize energy 

savings.  
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In conclusion, it should be noted that Russia’s energy policy has been 

managing a tension between a need for innovation through competition and 

tariff increases (including externalities) on the one hand and a need for 

stability of the very complex production-supply system on the other.  

Questions and Discussion 

 

How will the import and re-export of gas from Centr al Asia fit in to this 

new energy strategy? Will this continue to be regul ated by the 

government and managed by Gazprom? 

The question of Central Asian gas are not featured anywhere in the new 

plans set out by the government. It’s hard to say what the impact will be. We 

have to assume that the gas trade with Central Asia will remain regulated but 

will play some role in the market. Central Asian states have always adopted 

the position that they would prefer to sell at the border and let the buyer use 

the gas as it wishes. In other words, Russia does not function as a transit 

state for Central Asian gas, but as a middleman. It is unlikely this model will 

change. 

 

How will the government approach the issue of incre asing gas prices, 

given the risk of social protest? 

This is a very difficult problem, but without change industry will remain 

extremely inefficient. Russia needs to change its regulation of the heating and 

building sectors to reduce energy inefficiency. A lot of studies have been 

done on the necessary steps required to increase energy efficiency. However, 

upgrading old Soviet building stock is difficult and expensive so little has been 

done in this area. There is always a disjunction between what is said at the 

federal level and how it is implemented on the regional level. The first 

regulations on building stock were only introduced in 2009. District heating is 

still designed in such a way that in many places residents can’t control their 

heating level. Another participant argued that the cost of renewing 

infrastructure is so high as to make estimates of theoretical savings 

meaningless. 

Another problem is that if the household price is kept low by regulation, there 

will be little incentive for private companies to supply the sector. Private 
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companies will stick to lucrative commercial companies, leaving Gazprom as 

the guarantor of domestic supply, which will create problems for the market. 

 

How is Gazprom responding to the emergence of shale  gas as a 

potential game-changer on a global level? 

On an official level, Gazprom is avoiding comment. However, the expert 

community is talking about it. If shale gas were to take off in Europe as it has 

in the US this could have a real impact on Russian energy strategy. Shale 

gas has developed fast in the US because the market is structured in such a 

way to incentivize small and medium-sized companies. While world oil prices 

peaked, shale became competitive. Once the price became volatile, shale 

gas potential has been reduced (that is according to the US producer 

companies). The structure of the energy sector in Russia is very different. 

Large companies like Gazprom have little interest, and little to gain, from 

developing shale. Russian producers are of course worried about losing 

market share. Gazprom may respond by putting off more costly investments, 

or those which are seen as high risk. There is also a concern that since the 

early 2000s the growth of Russian gas exports has been falling. There is a 

possibility that in the future the EU may require less gas from Russia, both 

because of the rise of other energy sources, including shale gas, and 

because energy demand may simply have peaked. 

 

What are the implications of efforts to create a do mestic gas market for 

control and access to the gas pipeline network? 

Discussion is on-going on access and control of the MRG (Gazprom daughter 

company) pipeline network. Gazprom is pressing for monopoly access, 

however the largest oil company Rosneft, which is also state-owned, is 

lobbying for a UK model of gas access. The balance of power between 

Gazprom and Rosneft is not clear, but Gazprom is not going to have it all its 

own way. It may have to cede some rights of access to other producers, 

however MRG will not become a separate company. 

 

What significance do you ascribe if any to Russia’s  negotiations with 

other major gas producers? 

Talk of a ‘gas OPEC’ is politically motivated; there is no real economic basis 

to it. Meetings of gas producers allows for the exchange of information 
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between producers. Some people, even policy officials, claim Russia is able 

to control the price of gas, but there is no basis for this.  

 

You talk in terms of liberalisation, but isn’t this  reform essentially 

oligopolistic rather than market liberalisation?  

The objective of Russian energy reforms consist in providing a higher level of 

efficiency rather than providing competition. At present short-term profiteering 

dominates over strategic investment in the thinking of the energy companies. 

The question is whether this limited ‘liberalisation’ will allow a shift to a more 

sustainable investment and development strategy. 

 

Are the reforms likely to lead to greater transpare ncy? 

A new market design will depend on appropriate market conditions and 

institutions to incentivize investment. The tax system for the new market 

model has not yet been designed. It will depend on how many actors are 

going to be involved. 

 

Is there a possibility that the government might re turn to using PSAs? 

Thinking on this is at an early stage. Some ministry officials say they are 

considering doing a study of the possible uses of PSAs. There is a certain 

logic to this if world prices are falling.  

 

What is the relevance of energy efficiency for Russ ia? 

Energy efficiency allows a country to decrease the ratio between energy 

consumption and a unit of economic growth. Therefore, Russia can export 

more of hydrocarbons without harming domestic energy demand growth 


